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Annotations
Annotation

×
TV
BOD
NBOD
Link

Meaning
Correct response
Incorrect or invalid response.
Response too vague to be of credit
Benefit of doubt given.
No benefit of doubt given.
Used to link Additional objects back to original question.
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Question
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(b)

(c)

Answer
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6/six (1)

(i)

(a) foreign (key)

1

(ii)

(the) primary (key)

1

(iii) (a) many to one (relationship)

1

(i)

Three features from, maximum two marks per feature, one mark for the
feature plus one mark for a valid description:
eg
•
(ability to have) multiple views (1) blank screen to insert content (1)
•
HTML code view (1), side by side views of code/actual page (1)
•
(ability to) insert/create headings/subheadings (1) and size of
headings/subheadings (1) using toolbar buttons (1)
•
(ability to) insert (hyper)links (1) and set (hyper)link(s)
destination/other features/details (1)
•
(ability to) insert images (1) and resize/reposition on page (1)
•
(ability to) insert/type text (1) and format it (1)

6

(ii)

Two descriptions from, maximum two marks per description:
eg
•
copy image (1) and paste image (1)
•
save/export image (1) and insert/import image (1)
•
select image (1) drag/drop image (1)

4

3

Guidance

If no response for (i), (ii), (iii) check the
diagram.
Accept any identifiable reference to the top
one in the list.
Accept any identifiable reference to the last
one in the list
Accept any identifiable reference to the
third one in the list
The bullet points are examples; accept
other valid responses such as multimedia,
sound, video etc.
Descriptions must be appropriate to the
feature given.
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One use per device:
eg
Device
Mouse

Use
to select options/object/text to drag/drop/place

Keyboard

entering text/commands

Monitor

Viewing/display results of actions

Printer

to print
to produce hard copy/pages

Hard disk drive

storage/storing the files

-

4

Guidance
Accept navigate around the screen for
mouse.
These are generic answers but are valid so:
Accept input for mouse
Accept input for keyboard
Accept output for monitor
Accept output for printer
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(b)

Mark Scheme
Answer
Three features from, maximum two marks per feature, one mark for the
feature plus one mark for a valid description:
eg
•
(shopping) basket/cart (1) to add goods for purchase (1)
•
search feature (1) to find goods to purchase (1)
•
payment options (1) to allow customers to enter details of payment
cards/personal details (1)
•
secure data transfer (1) of personal details/payment details (1)
•
text entry boxes/forms (1) for collecting customer details/quantity of
goods (1)
•
feedback/comment forms/boxes (1) to collect customer
comments/notes/special delivery options (1)
•
Two explanations from, maximum two marks per explanation:
eg
•
use a firewall (1) to control data flow/examine contents of data
packets (1)
•
use up to date antivirus/malware software (1) to scan incoming data
for spyware/viruses (1) to prevent data being stolen (1)
•
use passwords/user IDs(1) and restrict the use to selected
employees/known only to user (1)
•
encryption (1) to make the data unreadable (1)
•
Physical security (1) to prevent unauthorised access to hardware (1)
•
Biometrics (1) to generate/create a unique code for that person
(using physical attributes) (1)
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4

Guidance
Allow any feature that is part of the
shopping and purchasing experience.

One mark for the method plus one for a
valid explanation.
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Question
4

Answer
When cell contents/formulas copied/replicated/moved (1)
(then) internal references to other cells change (1)

5

One explanation from:
maximum of two marks per explanation:
eg
environment (1) generated by computer (1) to simulate real life (1)
One mark for suitable example:
eg
computer games (1)
training simulations eg medical/ surgical (1)

6
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Guidance

3

Note: max 2 marks for the explanation plus
mark for an example.
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Guidance
Content

6

This question to be marked as levels of
response:

8

Answers may refer to:
•
safe, secure and responsible disposal of
computer hardware with reference to the
data held thereon
•
additional costs of safe disposal
•
problems of disposal of large items by
householder
•
problems of disposal of components by
householder
•
problems of disposal of wiring by
householder
•
metals etc dumped will find their way into
food chain even if dumped in other
countries
•
lack of recycling facilities in area
•
local authorities won’t take such objects
without a fee
•
fly tipping is illegal but more common
•
modern computers/laptops less easily
taken apart to re-use components at home
•
old components so out of date not worth
re-using
•
need to dispose of rare elements safely
•
non-biodegradable components used
•
shipping components to other countries
where regulations not so strict
•
regulations regarding export of
components
•
recycling by charities to other countries

Levels of response
Level 3 (7–8 marks)
Candidates will explain a range of different
issues associated with disposal of
unwanted computers.
The information will be relevant, clear,
organised and presented in a structured
and coherent format.
Specialist terms will be used correctly and
appropriately.
There will be few, if any, errors in
grammar, punctuation and spelling.
Level 2 (4–6 marks)
Candidates will explain issues associated
with disposal of unwanted computers.
For the most part, the information will be
relevant and presented in a structured and
coherent format.
Specialist terms will be used appropriately
and for the most part correctly. There may
be occasional errors in grammar,
punctuation and spelling.
Level 1 (1–3 marks)
Candidates will identify some of the issues
associated with the disposal of unwanted
computers.
Answers may be in the form of a list.
There will be little or no use of specialist
terms.
Errors of grammar, punctuation and
spelling may be intrusive.
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Question
7

Answer
One appropriate example of computer hardware (1) eg monitor
One appropriate example of computer software (1) eg utility

Marks
2

8

Descriptions, any six from:
•
expert system presents selections/questions to doctor (1)
•
doctor inputs/data from sensors symptoms of illness (1)
•
via user interface/keyboard/menus (1)
•
system searches the knowledge base/database (1)
•
which contains collected knowledge/medical conditions of
experts/doctors (1)
•
rules base/inference engine (1)
•
system outputs further/additional investigations/questions
(1)
•
to collate/reference/relate input by doctor (1)
•
system outputs suggested/possible illness/condition (1)
•
probabilities (1)
•
doctor makes diagnosis based on own expertise and
probabilities from system (1)

6

9

Ticks as shown:

2

Task
Finding errors in program code
Turning instructions written by a
programmer into program code

Debugger

Compiler




-

8

Guidance
Accept brand names for hardware and software but
not company names unqualified eg IPad, Publisher
etc. but not e.g. Microsoft, Apple etc. without a
product name.
Stages do not have to be in the correct sequence.
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This question to be marked as levels of
response:

8

Answers may include:
fewer workers needed for manufacture
can be maintained by fewer staff
maintenance costs lower than wages
paid to many staff/workers
can be remotely controlled
manufacturing process is safer for
workers
can work continuously/no need for
breaks
can be re-tooled to make other parts/
do other jobs
production is consistent in quality
can use CAD/CAM

Levels of response
Level 3 (7–8 marks)
Candidates will discuss a range of different impacts of
using robotics in manufacturing.
The information will be relevant, clear, organised and
presented in a structured and coherent format.
Specialist terms will be used correctly and
appropriately.
There will be few, if any, errors in grammar,
punctuation and spelling.
Level 2 (4–6 marks)
Candidates will discuss the impacts of using robotics
in manufacturing.
For the most part, the information will be relevant and
presented in a structured and coherent format.
Specialist terms will be used appropriately and for the
most part correctly.
There may be occasional errors in grammar,
punctuation and spelling.
Level 1 (1–3 marks)
Candidates will identify impacts or describe an impact
of using robotics in manufacturing.
Answers may be in the form of a list.
There will be little or no use of specialist terms.
Errors of grammar, punctuation and spelling may be
intrusive.

expensive to purchase specialised
robotics
need skilled workers/software
engineers to re-program or retool the
robots
no skilled work force for manufacturing
process itself
fully dependant on continuous power
supply
Total
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